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Report confirms further fall in bank lending
The latest monthly report from the
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Watch out for the signs of failing customers
A thought to

Suppliers need to be highly
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conjure with...

insolvency levels
remaining high in the

Speaking at a Beacon4Business event
in Sedgley, John Travers examined the
symptoms of business failure, and outlined

second quarter of 2010,

how suppliers can detect the early signs

especially liquidations!

of financial difficulty among their customers.

“It is too often the case that suppliers view the
risk of non-payment for the provision of good or
services as an acceptable hazard of trading when,
if they were to view it as a funding exercise, they
may well regard the whole issue of giving credit
in a different light.“

New ruling:
The High Court has ruled that successive Notices of Intention to appoint (“NOI”) by directors
appointing administrators via the out of Court procedure is permissible. Paragraph 28(2) of
Schedule B1 of the Insolvency Act 1986 states that the appointment of an administrator must be
made within ten business days from the date on which the NOI is filed at court under paragraph
27(1). HHJ Purle QC held that paragraph 28(2) “does not … prevent a fresh NOI from being
served and filed, resulting in a fresh ten day appointment window”.

Your views sought...
The Insolvency Service is seeking views on
First Floor
58 Hagley Road
Stourbridge
DY8 1QD
t: 01384 374 000
f: 01384 375 300
w: johndtravers.co.uk

its latest batch of draft Insolvency Rules, due
to take effect in 2012.
Responses from stakeholders and interested
parties are said to be welcome, as part of the
reform project which is modernising regulation. Responses are due by January 31, 2011.

The Insolvency Service is also asking for
feedback from those who use its regularly
produced official statistics. The „statistical
user engagement exercise‟ runs to
18 October 2010 and can be found at:
http://www.insolvency.gov.uk/
insolvencyprofessionandlegislation/
con_doc_register/registerindex.htm

